### EV Charge Solutions Accessory Line Sheet

**EVCS WALL MOUNT CABLE HANGER**
Part #: ECONWALLHANGER

**EVCS HEAVY DUTY 6” CABLE HOOK**
Part #: JHOOK

**EVCS HEAVY DUTY 9” WALL HOOK**
Part #: BIGHOOK

**EVCS CABLE HOOK AND PLUG DOCK**
Part #: CABLEDOCK

**79” / 92” EZ-PULL CABLE RETRACTOR**
Part #: EVCS-EZPULL-79
Part #: EVCS-EZPULL-92

**EVCS UNIVERSAL SINGLE CABLE RETRACTOR WITH WALL MOUNT**
Part #: EVCS-UCR-SGL

**EVCS UNIVERSAL DUAL CABLE RETRACTOR WITH WALL MOUNT**
Part #: EVCS-UCR-DUAL

**REPLACEMENT EVCS CORD CLAMP**
Part #: CORDCLAMP1

**ASSORTED SIGNS**
Part #: EVPARKSIGN / SIGN4

**RFID ACCESS CONTROL CARDS**
(most brands in stock)
(part number varies, contact for details)

**EVCS WALL MOUNT GUARD**
Part #: WMG-15

**EVCS DELTA/BOSCH 25kW FAST CHARGER PEDESTAL**
Part #: DELTA-PEDESTAL

**EVCS UNIVERSAL EV CHARGER PEDESTAL**
Part #: EVCS-6x6
Part #: EVCS-4x4

**EV CHARGER BASE**
(eliminates the need for concrete)
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